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1. NEW Jolt™ Purple F1 Interspecific Dianthus 
Shocking Summer Color from the most heat-tolerant interspecific dianthus! 
Electrifying colors and all-season performance make Jolt stand out in landscapes 
and premium containers. These highly durable plants withstand hot conditions 
with few disease issues and continue to flower without setting seed. The grower-
friendly, well-branched plants are easy to produce with less to no PGRs. NEW 
Purple is drive-by bright with a bloom size and landscape performance to match 
the series.

2. NEW Beacon® Rose F1 Impatiens 
Beacon brings Impatiens walleriana back into production without the risk of 
disease! Extensive trialing has proven that Beacon offers high resistance to the 
currently known and widely prevalent populations of Plasmopara obducens, 
which cause Impatiens downy mildew. The series has a plant structure, flowering 
time, flower size and crop culture similar to New Guinea impatiens. It also 
provides fast-filling, season-long color for gardens and landscapes. NEW Rose 
features well-branched, medium-vigor plants with clear rose flowers.

3. NEW E3 Easy Wave™ Series F1 Petunia 
It’s Early, it’s Efficient, it’s the Evolution of Easy Wave®…it’s NEW E3 Easy Wave! 
This brand-new Wave® series flowers at 10 hours daylength, so it’s ready to kick 
off Easy Wave sales even earlier! With a manageable, uniform plant structure and 
vigor, this new series offers simple production and provides beautiful plants that 
look better longer at retail. Available in 7 vibrant colors, all with the extraordinary 
garden performance consumers expect from Wave. P
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1. Like the rest of the series, GRAFFITI™ 20/20 Cranberry thrives in hot climates, 
and this new unique, bold color is sure to stop customers in their tracks! 
GRAFFITI™ 20/20 Cranberry has huge, dense flower clusters and rich green 
leaves. Cool nights bring out the intense cranberry color for maximum impact!

2. NONSTOP® JOY Orange has an intense flower color and was bred to be super 
shippable. Tough enough for sleeving and rack shipping, the NONSTOP® JOY 
Series creates a new, reliable product class for your basket programs. NONSTOP® 
JOY Orange has a full mounded habit, and dark green leaves that make the plant 
look lush and healthy. The NONSTOP® Joy Series is now available in Red; Yellow; 
Orange; Rose Picotee; Mocca White and Mix. 

3. Easy to grow! Scaevola ABANICO Compact Purple and Rose Improved are 
drought tolerant once established and tolerate poor soil. Great in patio pots and 
baskets, these two beauties look great are very well matched for vigor and timing 
so they look great together or in mixed containers. Now available from cuttings 
through BenaryPlus.com
 

Benary



Don’t miss new FastraX 
perennials, such as 

Achillea Marshmallow, 
Catwalk White, 

Coreopsis Halo and 
Dianthus RoseQuartz!

Due to COVID-19 concerns, and the need to provide safe social distancing, all visitors  
are required to register for a visit at CAST@Benary.com. No walk-ins will be permitted.

This year, for CAST 2021, we decided to kick-off CAST 2021 
early! From now until Aug. 31 you are welcome to come and 
visit our trial grounds in Watsonville, Calif., at any time during 
business hours. 

We want to see you, now that traveling is becoming easier 
again, so you can start learning and selling as early as you 
want to, and are used to, in years past.

Just contact us for a time to visit. You can see our newest 
varieties from Benary and Benary+ in a real, outdoor trial, 
whenever it’s convenient for you. 
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1. Capella™ Hello Yellow™
Capella™ Hello Yellow™ Petunia is a new variety that greets consumers with bold, 
eye-catching golden blooms. While Capella maintains controlled growth in the 
greenhouse, filling quarts with minimal to no PGRs, it continues to flourish long 
after it leaves the retail shelf — a win-win for growers and consumers. Capella’s 
welcoming hue is distributed throughout, setting it apart from yellow flowers 
that fade to a cream-colored tint toward the edges. This early bloomer is also a 
friendly combination partner that shines with first-year flowering perennials and 
other vibrant annuals, such as Sallyfun™ Deep Ocean Salvia. 

2. Golf™ Beauty Improved Craspedia
Golf™ Beauty Improved Craspedia’s playful golf-ball-shaped yellow blooms belong 
in a Dr. Seuss book! A definite conversation piece, Golf boasts more vigor and 
flower power than ever before. This unique plant is a stunner in gallon-sized 
containers and up. Golf’s gorgeous full foliage and upright habit also lends itself 
to combinations and is a popular plant for floral designs. A consumer favorite, 
those who crave something different are immediately drawn to this Craspedia. 

3. Nesia™ Inca Nemesia
Nesia™ Inca Nemesia is a new-for-2022 heat-tolerant powerhouse with on-
trend deep yellow blooms. Consumers love Nesia in the garden because they 
know it can hold its own against the summer heat — even in the south. Growers 
appreciate its consistent, compact habit in packs, quarts, and gallons. This 
nemesia series plays well with other annuals and first-year flowering perennials, 
blending easily into high-color combinations.  

 

Danziger
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1. Suncredible® Saturn™ Helianthus
Building on the success of Suncredible® Yellow comes this bicolor yellow and 
russet red sunflower that you’ll have primed for bud and bloom sales from 
summer through fall. Easy and fun to grow, this bee/butterfly-friendly plant 
reaches 36” in the garden — perfect for any size landscape and as a thriller in 
containers too. Also recommend this plant to your cut flower audience, we have 
harvested flowers that have lasted an extraordinary 16-18 weeks.

2. Augusta® Lavender Heliotropium
It’s time to take a new look at Heliotrope! Augusta® Lavender offers an upright 
habit with lattice-like branching, selected for its outstanding landscape 
performance. Incredible heat and humidity tolerance make it great for the South, 
but it has shown equal promise in our northern trials. Think of this plant like a 
purple lantana, perfect for container recipes or mass planted in landscapes where 
it will reach 12-24” in height.  

3. Safari™ Sky and Safari™ Dawn Jamesbrittenia
A new genus from Proven Winners, like Sutera but with far greater heat and 
humidity tolerance and stronger summer performance. Safari™ Sky (pictured) 
offers a lilac purple flower with a white halo and gold eye while Safari™ Dawn 
features flowers that shift between rose and lavender-pink with a large yellow 
eye. Good resistance to powdery and downy mildew, a good choice for containers, 
baskets, and recipes. These plants are also more forgiving than Sutera when 
subjected to heavy rains and windstorms.
 
 

Proven Winners
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1. SunPatiens® – Three New Color Introductions
SunPatiens® are trusted by growers, retailers and landscapers alike for flourishing 
blooms in both sun and shade, spring through fall. With over 14 years of proven 
market performance, no other annual brings more reliable flower power across 
a wider range of conditions.  New introductions include Compact Deep Red, 
Vigorous Sweetheart White and Vigorous White Improved.

2. SuperCal® – Five New Color Introductions
The all-weather petunia™ is expanding its color line!  When it comes to garden 
performance, SuperCal® and SuperCal® Premium deliver intensely colorful, 
long-lasting, large flowers that bloom early and extend into the fall season! New 
introductions include Pink Improved, Premium Pearl White, Premium Purple 
Dawn, Premium Sunset Orange, and Premium Yellow Sun!

3. Viking Explorer – New Series!
This all-weather begonia has high impact color and a unique trailing habit with 
flowers covering tops and sides! This series is early flowering and matches the 
Viking and Viking XL series with an abundance of extra-large flowers. Viking 
Explorer is weather resistant and great for landscapes, containers and hanging 
baskets! The new series includes two colors: Red on Green and Rose on Green. P
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1. Everlasting garden performance. Endurance is the next generation in triploid 
breeding — F1 African x French Marigold brings the absolute best of both worlds! 
Extra-large double flower on a compact French Marigold habit. Exceptionally 
quick finishing allows for a nearly African-sized flower with nearly French 
Marigold timing. Heat tolerance and sterility combine for unsurpassed garden 
performance, providing masses of blooms all-season long. Available in 3 new 
colors – Orange, Sunset Gold, and Yellow

2. Step right up to thrilling color! These dynamic petunias offer unique flower 
colors and patterns with great mounding habits for a fun addition to hanging 
basket and patio container programs. Capture consumers’ attention with Fun 
House Potpourri! New color for 2021 – Potpourri (pictured) Available in URC. 

3. Blooming Brightly. Introducing a new Interspecific New Guinea Impatiens that 
is a category knockout. Spectra offers large flowers, excellent branching and 
intense colors. Easy-to-flower and versatile in sun or shade. 5 NEW colors–Bright 
Red, Magenta, Orange, Pink, and White. Available in URC. P
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from around the world. 
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VARIETIES

Rose Flame snapdragon 
from Hem Genetics 
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BEGONIA
This new Glory 
Bicolor from 
Beekenkamp is 
one our absolute 
favorites. The 
Glory Bicolor 
produces a rounded, fully covered 
plant with countless blooms. A real 
eye catcher because of its yellow and 
pink flower, just like a marshmallow. It 
will look great in containers and in the 
5-inch pot.

Like all Nonstop 
begonias, Rose 
Picotee from 
Benary is great for 
baskets in shady 
locations, but this 
exciting introduc-
tion has a luscious, distinct bi-color 
flower. The rich rose edges are remark-
ably stable and don’t fade in the heat. 
Rose Picotee branches better than our 
current Rose Petticoat for fuller hang-
ing baskets and outstanding outdoor 
performance. NONSTOP Rose Picotee 
will replace Rose Petticoat. 

Bowler from 
Syngenta Flowers 
is a vigorous, 
bronze leaf 
begonia with 
large flowers 
and a unique, 
branched and mounding habit. Ideally 
suited for hanging basket production, 
yet versatile enough to also work in 

large packs. Chocolate-bronze foliage 
contrasts beautifully with large, bright 
white flowers. New for 2021 is Bronze 
Leaf White.

NONSTOP JOY 
Orange from 
Benary has an in-
tense flower color 
and was bred to be 
super shippable. 
Tough enough for sleeving and rack 
shipping, the NONSTOP JOY series 
creates a new, reliable product class for 
your basket programs. NONSTOP 
JOY Orange has a full mounded habit 
and dark green leaves that make the 
plant look lush and healthy. The Non-
stop Joy Series is now available in Red; 
Yellow; Orange; Rose Picotee; Mocca 
White and Mix. 

This B. boliviensis 
from Ball Ingenu-
ity offers a stream 
of medium-sized 
begonia flowers 
all summer long. 
Rivulet plants have a medium trail and 
good vigor. The well-branched habit 
makes a rounded, nicely filled body 
suitable for pots and hanging baskets. 
There are five colors available. 

This new 
Waterfall Bicolor 
from Beekenkamp 
is one our absolute 
favorites for garden 
performance. The 
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‘Monkey Puzzle’
Waterfall Bicolor produces fully covered 
plant with countless blooms cascading 
in every direction. The Waterfall series 
is known for its elegant color with a 
continuous show all season long, and 
this new Bicolor is no exception with 
its trendsetting coral and white bicolor 
blooms. 

This new Waterfall Bicolor looks 
great in quarts, gallons, containers and 
stunningly stylish hanging baskets.

CALIBRACHOA
One-of-a-kind 
colors and strong 
vigor mark the 
Bumble Bee 
calibrachoas from 
Ball FloraPlant. 
This year Hot Pink joins the collec-
tion with large-size flowers. It stands 
out with a vibrant yellow throat and 
dramatic hot pink hue. 

The Rainbow 
Calibrachoa se-
ries is the newest 
lineup to the 
Dümmen Orange 
portfolio. These 
vigorous variet-
ies have a unique characteristic that 
causes the bloom color to change 
based on temperature, light level and 
day length when the bud is initiated, 
giving a constantly changing tricolor 
effect to the plants. The overall tones 
will be richer with deeper colors in the 
early spring and autumn seasons, and 
brighter, more vibrant tones in the 

summer months. Rainbow varieties are 
extremely heat-tolerant, making them 
a top performer in summer baskets, 
large containers and even in-ground 
plantings.

CELOSIA
New series, 
unique genet-
ics! Vibrant 
cristata blooms. 
Long shelf life 
with continuous 
flowering, excellent for early spring 
through fall programs. Performs well 
in all climates, can also be used as an 
indoor plant. Like all Beekenkamp’s 
Celosia Kelos varieties, these Luna 
Series varieties are day-length neutral, 
allowing for an early spring produc-
tion to a season extender and sales both 
indoors and out. They work great in 
quarts, gallons or combination contain-
ers, and consumers love the unique 
bloom shapes and soft velvety textures.

COLEUS
Coleus ‘Harvest 
Time’ from Terra 
Nova Nurseries 
produces attrac-
tive mounds of 
earth-toned red 
and toasted-orange foliage. Its vigorous 
branching creates a symmetrical plant 
that, in addition to its low-maintenance 
nature and late flowering, makes ‘Har-
vest Time’ a great selection for contain-
ers, hanging baskets, summer borders, 
and using en masse. It's hardy in Zones 
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10-11 with a foliage height of 14” and 
a foliage spread of 24”. 

Coleus ‘Peach 
Julep’ from Terra 
Nova Nurseries 
forms an upright, 
slightly spreading 
mound. Its leaves 
are a creamy peach 
color, and they are edged in dark red 
and lime green. ‘Peach Julep’ glows in 
the morning light. Easy garden or pot 
culture, this plant does very well in 
mixed containers. Its hardy in Zones 
10-11, and it has a foliage height of 
14” and a foliage spread of 12”. 

Coleus ‘Pumpkin 
Spiced’ from 
Terra Nova 
Nurseries is well-
branched with a 
spreading, slightly 
upright form. It 
has watermelon-pink leaves that have 
a tinge of purple. It is a very showy 
plant, and it is great for use in hanging 
baskets, containers or as color masses in 
the summer garden. Its hardy in Zones 
10-11, and it has a foliage height of 
14” and a foliage spread of 30”.

Spitfire from Ball 
FloraPlant is a 
micro-coleus that 
shows off stunning 
colors and pat-
terns, and can be 
used in full sun or 

shade. It’s a versatile, premium variety 
that is very late to never-flowering, 
while offering consumers a low-main-
tenance, high-impact plant. Holds its 
colors very well in vibrant pink and 
lime green. Use in combos, containers 
and landscape borders.

DAHLIA
Offering great 
garden perfor-
mance, Gigante 
Fun Pink from 
Beekenkamp 
keeps on flower-
ing. Vigorous habit, incredible sturdy 
stems, nice large bicolored flowers – 
the name says it all. Gigante Fun Pink 
is “gi-normous” and is ideal for the 10-
inch pot or bigger with just one rooted 
liner. The LaBella Gigante is perfect as 
a season extender, too.

The fastest-to-
flower Dahlia with 
an abundance of 
small, long-lasting 
blooms. Sell 
Dahlia Dahlita 
from Selecta One 
as early as Valentine’s Day! This series 
is the most compact of the Selecta 
One Dahlias. The series launches with 
bright solid colors and interesting 
bicolors. 

LANTANA
The new Heartland Lantana series 
from Dümmen Orange is bred to be 
the heart of the landscape. These variet-
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ies come from the 
award-winning 
Havana series but 
with 30% more 
vigor for maxi-
mum landscape 
impact. Heartland 
varieties have extremely low seed set, 
allowing for continuous flower power 
throughout the summer months.  

Shamrock is a 
new, medium-
vigor series of 
lantana from Ball 
FloraPlant that 
works great in a 
wide-range of pot 
sizes – from quarts to hanging baskets. 
Series is uniform across all four colors, 
and the plants are well-branched with a 
mounded habit.

PENTAS
Like the rest of the series, GRAFFITI 
20/20 from Benary Cranberry thrives 
in hot climates, and this new unique, 
bold color is sure to stop customers in 
their tracks!  GRAFFITI 20/20 Cran-
berry has huge, dense flower clusters 
and rich green leaves. Cool nights 
bring out the intense cranberry color 
for maximum impact!

PETUNIA
A beautiful new light greenish yellow 
color has been added to our top-selling 
series of Hem Genetics’ Low-Grow ge-
netically dwarf Limbo series of petunias, 

which generally 
require no PGRs 
in production. This 
color combines 
well with other 
pastels or contrast-
ing colors. Because 
of their compact habit, they require less 
maintenance in landscape beds or hang-
ing baskets and are great in containers. 
This color is a Ball Seed exclusive for the 
introductory year 2021.

The Sky Family 
of petunias from 
Selecta One 
continues to 
expand in 2022 
with an exciting 
new pattern for 
the Sky assortment. Enchanted Sky 
features both a hazy white star and sky 
pattern backed in a cheery pink flower 
color. The Headliner series is known 
for its mounded, medium vigor habit 
perfect for impactful hanging baskets 
and mixes. 

Small but mighty! 
Tough and tiny! 
New for 2021 is 
Itsy White from 
Syngenta Flowers. 
Tons of tiny white 
blooms form a 
blanket of coverage, providing undeni-
able retail appeal and fantastic garden 
performance. The perfect match to the 
super popular Itsy Magenta! Available 
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Petunia 
‘Itsy Bitsy’ Graffiti 20/20 

from Benary
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in URC and AutoStix.

The Tea series 
from Beeken-
kamp of petunias 
has been devel-
oped for ultimate 
performance by 
the gardener, 
with outstanding weather tolerance. 
But with extremely early flowering the 
grower can take advantage of a full 
season of sales opportunities. The vig-
orous mounding habit means the plant 
is easy to control at production and 
the consumer will get great value and 
ultimate satisfaction in their gardens. 
The vein types in the Tea line are great 
eye-catchers and create strong impulse 
sales. Indigo Vein is our newest bold 
vein color in this collection to pair up 
with Magenta Vein, Purple Vein and 
Blue Vein.

REX BEGONIA
There are now four 
exciting series of 
Rex Begonias from 
the Ball Ingenuity 
team. Jurassic is 
our original new 
take on a classic plant. Jurassic Dino 
has a compact habit for 4-6” pots. 
Jurassic Jr. has 40% smaller leaves 
than Jurassic for less breakage. Jurassic 
Megalo is perfect for 10” pots and 
larger. Each offers a size and vigor to 
meet your customers’ needs. They fin-
ish fast and uniform, and are a perfect 
addition to any indoor sales or shade 

container program.

RUDBECKIA
Rudbeckia 
Arania from Hem 
Genetics is one of 
two new com-
pact to mid-sized 
Rudbeckias. This 
variety has large yellow flowers with a 
dark brown center and grows to 12-14” 
tall and 10-12” wide. Seed to flower is 
14-17 weeks, depending on the season. 
Ideal for bright sun. They survive high 
heat and dry periods, as well.

Kokardia from 
Hem Genetics is 
our second new 
Rudbeckia and is 
slightly larger than 
Arania at 14-16” 
tall with a spread 
of 10-12”. The flowers of this variety 
are a golden yellow with a cold central 
ring of mahogany and a brown center. 
It’s quite striking in the garden and it 
flowers profusely throughout the long 
days of late spring until frost. Ideal for 
bright sun, these are heat and drought 
resistant.

SALVIA
A breakthrough in the genus, the 
new Hummingbird Falls Salvia from 
Dümmen Orange is the industry’s 
first trailing S. guaranitica for hanging 
baskets and cascading garden beds. This 
vigorous summer performer puts off a 
profusion of inky purple calyces with 
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Hummingbird Falls Salvia 
from Dümmen Orange
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Snappy 
series 
Cherry

vibrant, indigo blue blooms that drive 
hummingbirds.

SCAEVOLA
Easy to grow! 
Scaevola 
ABANICO Com-
pact Purple and 
Rose Improved 
from Benary are 
drought tolerant once established and 
tolerate poor soil. Great in patio pots 
and baskets, these two beauties look 
great and are very well matched for 
vigor and timing, so they look great 
together or in mixed containers. 

SNAPDRAGON
Rose Flame from 
Hem Genet-
ics is one of two 
new colors being 
added this year to 
our outstanding 
Snappy series of dwarf snapdragons, 
bringing the total number of colors to 
more than 20! This one is a mid-pink 
with a deeper lip, splashed with high-
lights of deeper rose. Snappy snaps have 
a tight mounded habit and are covered 
with flowers through the growing season. 
Frost tolerant, they make great season 
extenders to sell with pansies.

VERBENA
Verbena Beats, a new series from 
Selecta One, has a naturally compact-
spreading habit. It is durable for ship-

ping to retail and 
flowers two weeks 
earlier than other 
verbenas. Tolerant 
to heat, cycling 
and water stress so 
you’ll never miss 
a beat of color. Production is easy with 
no pinch, no PGRs

This intense new bi-color adds excite-
ment to hanging 
baskets or mixed 
containers! Blue 
Wing from 
Benary has large 
flowers and, like 
the entire series, 
blooms very early. The mounded habit 
flowers in the middle for full baskets of 
color. Now available from cuttings in 
17 colors, including 2 bi-colors from 
BenaryPlus.com. 

VIOLA
White Blotch 
from Hem Genet-
ics is the newest 
color added to our 
popular Corina 
series of violas, 
bringing the colors available to 29. This 
one is pure white, with a deep purple 
to black blotch (face) in the center. 
Corina is a very uniform series between 
all of the colors for earliness and habit, 
with mounded plants 6-8” tall and a 
spread of 10”. They are often complete-
ly covered in cheerful blooms.
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Ball Ingenuity Ball Seed: 800-879-BALL

Ball ColorLink: 800-686-7380

ballingenuity.com

Ball FloraPlant Ball Seed: 800-879-BALL

Ball ColorLink: 800-686-7380

ballfloraplant.com

Beekenkamp +31 (0)174 – 526 100 www.beekenkamp.nl/en/

Benary 815-756-4546 benary.com

Dümmen Orange 614-850-9551 dummenorange.com

Green Fuse Botanicals 805-933-5599 green-fuse.com

Hem Genetics United States: 260-982-5305

Netherlands: +31 (0)228 541312

hemgenetics.com

PanAmerican Seed 630-231-1400 panamseed.com

Proven Winners 815-895-1872 provenwinners.com

Sakata Seed America 408-778-7758 sakataornamentals.com

Selecta One Ball Seed: 800-879-BALL selectanorthamerica.com

Suntory 440-522-1447 suntoryflowers.com

Syngenta Flowers 1-800-630-3189 syngentaflowers-us.com

Terra Nova Nurseries 1-800-215-9450 terranovanurseries.com
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